Arab propaganda

**MS241/9/1/1** Arab propaganda: Introduction to survey conducted by Institute of Jewish Affairs, with cooperation of other groups and organisations listed, reports by country with the intention of giving a global picture for further analysis, list of contributors and organiser 1969

**MS241/9/1/2** Arab Propaganda: France, handwritten and typed drafts in English, with editorial comments, discusses Arab Agencies, "the left", political parties, Church, student activity, independent pro-Arab agencies, threat of anti-Semitism, anti-Zionism, anti-Israelism, mentions a number of publications, authors, groups, Six Day War, Paris Peace Talks, El Fatah, Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, Popular Democratic Front for Liberation of Palestine 1969

**MS241/9/1/3** Arab propaganda: Germany, handwritten and typed drafts in English, discusses Arab League, student activity, "new left", right wing, government, political parties, Church, German public opinion, sensitivity to Holocaust, anti-Semitism, anti-Israelism, anti-Zionism, mentions various publications, groups, authors, Six Day War, Ben Gurion, Chancellor Brandt, El Fatah, Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine 1969

**MS241/9/1/4** Arab propaganda: Switzerland, handwritten and typed drafts in English, discusses the Arab League, Arab and pro-Arab Agencies, publications, political restrictions, anti-Zionism, anti-Semitism, Switzerland's neutrality, mentions El Al Airliner attack in Zurich, Winterthur Trial, El Fatah, Palestinian Liberation Organisation 1969

**MS241/9/1/5** Arab propaganda: Holland, handwritten and typed drafts in English, discusses Arab Circle, pro-Arab groups, anti-Israel, left wing, university student activity, government, political parties, various publications, leaders, mentions Six Day War, "Palestine Week", "Peace Week", "Palestinian Arab Refugees", El Fatah, Pacifists, Vietcong, Black Panther, Che Guevara 1969

**MS2419/1/6** Arab propaganda: Great Britain, handwritten and typed drafts in English, discusses Arab League Offices, Arab Embassies, Arab-Israeli conflict, Advertising and Public Relations, Jordan, Algeria, United Arab Republic, Abu Dhabi Centre, plight of refugees, Arab students, Free Palestine, Pro-Arab Parliamentary Sponsored and Party Affiliated groups, Labour Middle East Committee, Liberals for Palestine, Independent Pro-Arab Agencies, Council for the Advancement of Arab-British Understanding, Jerusalem Committee, U.N. Association, Movement for Colonial Freedom, UNWRA, various political parties, Black Dwarf, Church, lists of Members of Palestinian Solidarity Campaign, Labour Middle East Committee, Anglo-Jordan Alliance, Arab Friendship Foundation, mentions a number of authors and publications, Six Day War, El Fatah, "Fascist Zionist Ideology" 1969

**MS241/9/1/7** Arab propaganda: United States of America, typed drafts in English, report centred on various university campus, control and influence of campus newspapers, "teach ins", "El Fatah Weeks", Radical New Left, Militant Black, Movements, mentions "Imperialism Zionism", racism, Zionism, anti-Semitism, Organisation of Arab Students, some publications New Left Notes, Black Panther, The Lincolnian, Muhammad Speaks 1969
MS241/9/1/8 Arab propaganda: Australia, typed and handwritten drafts in English, discusses Arab Agencies, Arab students, pro-Arab lobby in Parliament, Arab links with the political left and right, national press, television, mentions Australian Rotary Clubs, anti-Israeli pamphlets, "Political Zionism", neo-Nazi Australian National Socialist Party, Society for Friends of Palestine, number of right wing publications 1969

MS241/9/1/9 Arab propaganda: Canada, typed and handwritten drafts in English, discusses official Arab agencies, Arab League, broadcast on national radio, The Arab World, Arab News and Views, Arab community in Canada, Canadian Arab Federation, El Fatah, government and political parties, Arab Student League, Church, French Canada, mentions left wing links Progressive Labour Party, Revolutionary Socialist Alliance, right wing links Fascist neo-Nazis, Canadian Nazi Party, also "Zionist Injustices", anti-America, "Israel racist state", "Zionist Jews", Les Amities Culturelles Canada Proche Orient 1969

MS241/9/1/10 Arab propaganda: South Africa, typed and handwritten drafts in English, discusses pro-government Afrikaans newspapers, Arab agencies, Moslem community, New Left, Right Wing, Church, mentions Central Islamic Trust, Holy Quaran, Pakistan Central Defence Committee for Palestine, Colonialist Ambition of the Jews, Baron Rothschild, Zionism, Boomerang Publications, "World Zionist Government", Israel at War, Africa-Spiegel, also attached to back of one copy a list of questions in response the draft 1969


MS241/9/1/12 Arab propaganda: Analysis and Conclusions of Arab Propaganda Material, handwritten and typed drafts in English, discusses the conflict in Israel, from Balfour Declaration, 1947-8 hostilities, founding of the State of Israel, Six Day War and its aftermath, media coverage, mentions Zionism, Racism, Anti-Semitism, El Fatah, various publications and authors perspectives 1969

MS241/9/2/1 Forty Years On 1945-85: Newspaper, magazine and journal cuttings, press releases, House of Commons Notice of Questions and Motions, in English, French, German and Hebrew script, regarding a fortieth VE Anniversary, discusses military decorations, Anti-Nazi Fighters decoration, State of Israel Fighters decoration, Israel German relations, President Richard von Weizsäcker's speech to Bundestag and Bundesrat 1984, President Ronald Reagan's visit to Bitburg Military Cemetery, liberation of Concentration Camps, war criminals, also mentions Anti-Defamation League, Hitler Youth, White Rose Movement 1985

MS241/9/2/2 Fifty years since Hitler’s rise to power 1933-83: Newspaper, 1983-6
magazine and journal cuttings in English, French and German script, discusses Hitler, Nazism, neo-Nazis, anti-Semitism, mentions Auschwitz, "legacy of Weimar", Oxford Union Debate Feb 1933
Also contains a file of miscellaneous cuttings in English, French and German dated 1983-6, mentions 1936 Olympic Games, sport, Nuremberg Trials, Nuremberg the City

MS241/9/2/3  Bitburg, President Reagan's visit to Bitburg Military Cemetery 1985: Newspaper, magazine and journal cuttings, press releases, House of Commons Notice of Questions and Motions in English, French, German and Hebrew script, commenting on the visit to Bitburg Cemetery, "worlds heightened insensitivity to the holocaust", a site of reconciliation, discusses Christian response, American opinion poll on behalf of the American Jewish Committee, open letters from the European Union of Jewish Students to President Reagan and Chancellor Kohl, copy of a speech by Dr Alois Mertes Minister of State in Foreign Office of Federal Republic of Germany at 79th Annual Meeting of American Jewish Congress 1985, excerpted response by Elie Wiesel to President Reagan at his presentation of the Congressional Gold Medal of Achievement at the White House


MS241/9/3  Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE): Papers from the Institute of Jewish Affairs [probably the notes and papers of Dr Stephen Roth, Consultant on International Law, Institute of Jewish Affairs]. The material in each folder consists of newspaper, journal and magazine cuttings and photocopies, press release, CSCE and UN publications, declarations, conference reports, documents, speeches, handwritten notes, and letters in English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Eastern European script

MS241/9/3/1 Three printed booklets and a factsheet describing the establishment, process and institutional development of CSCE

MS241/9/3/2  Terrorism: contains various material on this subject, also European Council Statement on terrorism, meetings of European Branch of World Jewish Congress (1978), House of Lords debate on Terrorism (1979), 'Double Standards in the UN: The Legalisation of Terrorism' by L.C. Green, 'Terrorism, Hijacking, Retaliations - the Rights and Wrongs' by Shabtai Rosenne (1985), State Sponsored Terrorism: Low Intensity Warfare by Professor Yonah Alexander (1986), text of question times in European Parliament, also mentions European Soviet relations, prosecution and punishment regarding terrorism

MS241/9/3/3  CSCE White Paper (1978) and Concluding document of Belgrade meeting 1977 , Concluding document of Madrid meeting 1980, various comments on these documents,


MS241/9/3/5  CSCE various material on migrant workers, legal status of workers,
| MS241/9/3/6 | CSCE various material on Self Determination, liberation, equality, includes UN Resolutions booklet 'Right to Self Determination' | 1977-85 |
| MS241/9/3/7 | CSCE various material on 'Right to Life', abortion, death penalty, holocaust, genocide, military and arbitrary execution, liberty, security, arrest, detention, prisoners, torture | 1986-8 |
| MS241/9/3/8 | CSCE various material on social welfare, standard of living, education and training, minors, minors rights, culture, art and science | 1989-90 |
| MS241/9/3/9 | CSCE various material regarding Vienna meeting 1989, comments and conclusion (1990) | 1989-90 |
| MS241/9/3/10 | CSCE various material on property | 1989-90 |
| MS241/9/3/11 | CSCE various material regarding CSCE 'handbook', table of contents, abbreviations, quotation list, typing instructions text corrections, case law | 1984 |
| MS241/9/3/12 | CSCE various material on privacy, freedom of movement, deportation, right to leave | 1971-91 |
| MS241/9/3/13 | CSCE various material on administration of justice, fair trial, civil and political rights, also CSCE booklet 'Road to Democracy' | 1990 |
| MS241/9/3/14 | CSCE various material on Human Rights, includes brief from the Foreign Office and Commonwealth Office on 'Office for Democratic Institution and Human Rights' (ODIHR) | 1990 |
| MS241/9/3/15 | CSCE various material on confidence, security building measures, disarmament in Europe, includes Stockholm Conference document, Vienna document, draft document Bonn conference | 1990 |
| MS241/9/3/16 | CSCE material mentions Jewish aspects, and comments on 'Charter of Paris: A New Europe' and 'Joint Declaration of 22 States' | 1990 |
| MS241/9/3/17 | CSCE various material on Democracy and Human Rights, discrimination, 'right to life', liberty, protection of prisoners and detainees, torture, privacy, freedom of movement, property | 19 |
| MS241/9/3/18 | CSCE various material on anti-Semitism, environmental protection, comments on Copenhagen meeting 1990 | 1990 |
| MS241/9/3/19 | CSCE various material on Human Rights, CSCE 'Rights System', 'Human Dimension' | 1990-3 |
| MS241/9/3/20 | CSCE draft and final copies of the CSCE Process | 1990-3 |
| MS241/9/3/21 | CSCE various material on economic, cultural and social rights, adequate housing, refugees, displaced persons, indigenous rights, 'right to life', religious intolerance, minorities, women, family, rights of children, involvement of Non-Government Organisations (NGO) in CSCE process | 1990-2 |
MS241/9/3/22 CSCE meeting Geneva 1991, various delegations, papers, speeches, opening remarks, mentions minorities in their own country

MS241/9/3/23 CSCE various material on State obligations, restriction, reservations, derogation, implementation, freedom of expression, peaceful settlement of disputes, includes a copy of Human Rights Quarterly Vol 9 No. 1 Feb 1987

MS241/9/3/24 CSCE various material on early warning and preventative action regarding problem situations, theory and practice of human rights, freedom of association, religion, racial intolerance, freedom of thought, political life, includes UN Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officers

MS241/9/3/25 CSCE various material on human rights, religious intolerance, free expression and opinion, conscientious objection from military service a human right

MS241/9/3/26 CSCE documents and comments of meeting Cracow, Poland 1991, discusses cultural heritage

MS241/9/3/27 CSCE material on settlement of disputes, meetings in Valetta, Berlin, Oslo and Vienna

MS241/9/3/28 CSCE various material from Geneva meeting, particularly the 'Experts on National Minorities'

MS241/9/3/29 CSCE various material from Moscow meeting, CSCE Report from 'Seminar of Experts on Democratic Institutions' in Oslo 1991

MS241/9/3/30 CSCE various material regarding Vienna meeting

MS241/9/3/31 CSCE various material from Helsinki meeting 1992, includes migration, national minorities, migrant workers, refugees, displaced persons, free media, education, mentions Soviet Jewry, High Commissioner for Minorities,

MS241/9/3/32 CSCE various material from Stockholm meeting on peaceful settlement of disputes, Prague meeting on non-proliferation of arms transfer, booklet on Yugoslavia meeting, report of CSCE 4th Meeting of Council of Rome

MS241/9/3/33 CSCE various material on migration, free media, minorities, tolerance, Soviet Jewry

MS241/9/3/34 CSCE various material of meetings of senior officials

MS241/9/3/35 CSCE various material from Warsaw meeting, Human Dimension Implementation Meeting, mention of Soviet Jewry, human rights

MS241/9/3/36 CSCE various material from Budapest meeting, confidence building, racism, Soviet Jewry, education

MS241/9/3/37 CSCE material from various meetings, human rights, mechanisms and procedures

MS241/9/3/38 CSCE various material on freedom of assembly, freedom of
association, trade unions, participation in political life, political rights

MS241/9/3/39 CSCE material regarding 'Right to Know and Act', racism, rights, racial and religious hatred, freedom of speech and expression, Nazism, religious vandalism

MS241/9/3/40 CSCE various material on human rights, rule of law, equality, discrimination, non-discrimination, incitement to racial and religious hatred

MS241/9/3/41 CSCE various material in a box marked 'to be sorted', contains material dating 1955-91, from meetings in Copenhagen, Bonn, Geneva, Romania, Lithuania, Estonia, Dublin, Madrid Helsinki, on human rights, hate crime, race, nationality, ethnicity, cultural patrimony, conflict resolution, Soviet Jews, education, national minorities, demography, legislation, xenophobia, cultural heritage, freedom of

MS241/9/4/1 Anti-Semitism: Newspaper, magazine and journal cuttings, press release in English and German script, discusses plans for a commemoration of Kristallnacht 50 years on, includes a copy of a poll from Institute for Anti-Semitism Research at Technical University of Berlin and Allensbach Institute on behalf of the Anti-Defamation League B'nai B'rith regarding anti-Semitism in Germany and various articles it generates

MS241/9/4/2 Werner Höffer Affair: Newspaper cuttings in English, French and German script, articles and letters to the editor concerning the television journalist and presenter Werner Höffer, allegations of his membership of Nazi party, Nazi propagandist, "desk war criminal" by Der Spiegel, mentions execution of Karlrobert Kreiten, war crimes, release of 30,000 names from U.N. Archives

MS241/9/4/2A Jenninger Affair: Newspaper, magazine and journal cuttings, press release, teleprint, in English, French and German script, articles and letters to the editor concerning the speech made by Phillip Jenninger, Speaker of the West German parliament commemorating 40th anniversary of Kristallnacht, his subsequent resignation, contains various responses and comments

MS241/9/4/3 Nachmann Affair: Newspaper, magazine and journal cuttings, teleprint in English and German script, concerning Werner Nachmann, President of Jewish Central Council, embezzlement from fund for Jewish victims of Nazism set up by West German government, contains various responses and comments

MS241/9/4/4 Commemoration of Kristallnacht: Newspaper, magazine, journal cuttings, teleprint in English French and German script, includes descriptions and testimonies from witnesses and survivors of Kristallnacht, comment of various nations on commemoration, church response from Catholic Bishops of Austria, East and West Germany, Archbishop of Canterbury (Robert Runcie), "Week of Remembrance" in United States, "Light a Candle" New York, mentions Bitburg, Jenninger Affair, Nuremberg Laws 1935,
Nazism, anti-Semitism, racism, contains programme of events in
German script Gastleig

**MS241/9/5**

German Historians Debate: Newspaper, magazine and journal article cuttings, letters, draft articles in English, French, Italian, German and Hebrew script, concerning the German Historians debate over *Two Kinds of Destruction: The Shattering of the German Reich and the End of European Jewry* by Andreas Hillgruber (Berlin Free University) which was attacked by Jürgen Habermas (Frankfurt University) questioning diminishing of Nazism and subsequent war crimes, increase interest in new German national identity, plans to establish museum in Berlin and National War Memorial in Bonn. German, the material ranges 1986-90 with extensive contributions from a number of historians, includes excerpts from a speech given by President von Weizsacker opening "37th Historians Congress", Nolte invitation to Wolfson College Oxford, material also mentions Bitburg, Klaus Barbie trial, anti-semitism, neo-fascist groups, contains number of small journals, *Niemandsland* 1987, *Liberal* 1987, *Dimensions: Journal of Holocaust Studies* 1987, *Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte* 1987-90

**MS241/9/6**

Nahum Goldmann: Newspaper, magazine and journal article cuttings, press release, letters, teletext in English, French, German, Spanish, Swedish, Arabic, Eastern European, Italian and Hebrew script, concerning Nahum Goldmann from 1971 to 1986, beginning with his speech to Board of Deputies of British Jews Dec 1971, the reactions and response to his comments on the plight of Soviet Jews, the material over this extensive period continues to discuss Goldmann's views on Jews in the Soviet Union, their difficulties migrating to Israel, "Soviet Ransom Tax", new threat to Jews of internal erosion and disintegration, Israel and Diaspora, Israel and Arabs, politics and peace in the Middle East, Goldmann's relationships and meetings with various leaders of diverse national and religious origins including Golda Meir, Menachem Begin, Moshe Dayan, President Carter, President Reagan, Kissinger, President Sadat, King Hassan of Morocco, President Tito, President Ceaucescu, Chancellor Schmidt, also mentions Munich murders, Lod Airport terrorist attack, Yom Kipur War, United Nations declaration on Zionism, German Reparation, Catholic-Jewish relations, contains articles on Goldmann's philosophy and views, teletext message regarding Goldmann's *Hammer and Sickle and the Star of David*, critique of *The Jewish Paradox* 1979, film script of an interview with Goldmann 1981 (French), eulogy by Goldmann for Israel Seif 1972, text cable sent by Goldmann to Ben Gurion family 1973, copies of speeches made at various worldwide meetings of the World Jewish Congress and other important events 1971-86

**MS241/9/7**

Nahum Goldmann, Obituaries 29 August 1982: Newspaper, magazine and journal article cuttings in English, German, French, Hungarian, Hebrew and Eastern European script, teletext communication of Goldmann's death, press releases, public notices of condolence, obituaries, articles on Goldmann's life and work, reports of burial in Jerusalem, details of various Memorial Services throughout the world, notes for London Memorial Service, invitation card, invitation list, copies of the address given by Rabbi and Dr Roth, signatures of those who attended 1982